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Abstract 
The flame characteristics of pool fires such as their height vary depending on gravity. To improve our 
understanding of the effects of gravity on flame characteristics, we experimentally investigated small-scale pool 
fires under conditions of normal to partial gravity; using the drop tower at Hirosaki University in Japan to obtain 
arbitrary partial gravity condition, which varied from 1 G to 0.55 G. We performed the measurement of the 
temperature distribution with a thermocouple and that of the flame shape with a digital camera. Based on these 
data, we estimated radiative heat feedback using our new model “The radiative absorption model”. It becomes 
easy to estimate radiative heat transfer using this model if flames have complicated shapes and time variability. 
From these analyses, we made clear that the radiative heat feedback of small-scale pool fires decreases under 
partial gravity environment. 
Keywords: liquid pool fire, partial gravity environment, radiative heat feedback, radiative absorption model 
1. Introduction 
In recent years, the range of human activity is expanding to various gravity environments, for example, the 
exploration of Mars and the utilization of the International Space Station (ISS). Although establishing fire safety 
is important and critical in manned space missions, flame characteristics under various gravity environments are 
not clarified entirely. To promote development under space or partial-gravity environments, a fire safety 
assessment must be assessed under various gravity levels and fires should be suppressed during their initial 
stages to protect human life. To predict phenomena in the initial stages of fires, it is important to understand the 
effect of gravity on flame behavior which differs depending on the buoyancy. The difference of gravity level 
strongly influences combustion phenomena and fire safety. Some combustion research under varied gravity 
environments using drop towers, parabolic-trajectory airplanes, the Space Shuttle, and centrifuges has reported 
qualitative findings. However, there has been little combustion research into partial-gravity environments 
between micro and normal gravity. 
From previous research, it is clear that the flame height of small-scale pool fires decreases as gravity levels 
decline. To clarify the mechanism of flame height decrease, flow field research of pool fires was performed by 
Yoshihara et al.. However, the mechanism is not sufficiently clear. It is known that the flame height of pool fires 
depends on fuel evaporation caused by the heat feedback of the flame. Then, we have focused on the temperature 
field as new approach. 
Generally, in the case of small-scale (lab-size) pool fire, the heat feedback to the fuel surface is controlled by 
convective heat feedback and we can ignore radiative heat feedback. However, as pool fires are scaled-up to 
medium- or large-scale, we have to consider the radiative term. Furthermore, because pool fires formed on pans 
above a certain size show a pulsation phenomenon called puffing (or flickering) induced by buoyancy, the flame 
shapes become complicated. Then, the direct measurement of radiative heat feedback is difficult, so we have to 
estimate it based on the flame shape of pool fires. 
There are some models to estimate radiative heat transfer from fires, for example, the model suggested by 
Modak, and the view factor models. Modak’s model can be applied to only flames which can be expressed with 
polynomial expressions. But the flame observed in realistic fire transitions to turbulent and shows non-linear 
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shape. On the other hand, the view factor model is originally applied to the radiative heat transfer between solid 
surfaces, so it assumes flame as solid or solid surface. Of course, flame is not solid, and it does not shows simple 
shapes like cylinder or circular cone. Then, it is hard to use these existing models to estimate the radiative heat 
feedback to the fuel surface of pool fires. 
1.1 Previous Study by Modak 
There is a previous approach to radiative flame modelling by Modak (1977) who described the radiative heat 
flux from the flame to a surface element on combustibles using an empirical time-averaged flame shape, an 
effective radiation temperature, and a mean gray body absorption emission coefficient. This analysis computes (1) 
Radiative energy fluxes to surfaces located external to the fire in any arbitrary orientation, (2) Variations of 
radiative heat flux along the fuel surface, from fire center to fire edge, (3) The total radiative heat transfer from 
the flames to the fuel surface, (4) Forward radiative heat transfer from the fire to the fuel external to the fuel 
surface, (5) The angular distribution of the radiative flux emitted by pool fire, and (6) The total radiative power 
outputted from fire. The Modak's model regards flame as mean gray body gas. The Modak's model is expressed 
as following equation. 

                                  (1) 
Where  [-] is the absorption ratio of the heat receiving surface  is Stefan-Boltzmann coefficient (= 5.67 10 	W m K⁄ ), Tf [K] is flame temperature,  [K] is the temperature of heat receiving surface, and  
[-] is emissivity. Emissivity  when radiated from isothermal gas is expressed as: 1 exp	                                   (2) 
Where 	 1/m  is the absorption coefficient which is a physical property of the fuel and depends on the amount 
of contained carbon. 	 m  is the optical thickness or the mean beam path length of flame viewed from the heat 
receiving surface dA shown in Figure 1. Then, the emissivity  is a function of the optical thickness l. However, 
the calculation of this optical thickness l is difficult because it includes a double integral. So, it is unrealistic to 
apply this model to realistic and complicated flame shapes. 
 

 
Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the optical thickness 

 
1.2 Purpose of This Study 
In this research, we suggest new radiative heat predicting model based on the Modak's model. The Modak's 
model is predicting radiative heat for an axisymmetric, horizontal, pool fire of specified flame shape, effective 
flame radiation temperature and a gray flame absorption coefficient as explained in the previous section. This 
model bases on physical dynamics and its tendency is near the experimental result. However, the Modak's model 
is too difficult to compute the results especially in realistic flame shapes. Then, we suggest here the new 
computing method that is simple and practical for the predicting radiative heat flux of the realistic fires. We call 
this new model “The radiative absorption model”. The realistic flame shapes of small-scale pool fires were 
obtained from some experiments under normal and partial gravity environment. And then the estimated results of 
the heat feedback of pool fires using the radiation absorption model were compared with these realistic name 
shapes. Furthermore, based on these results, we discuss the effect of gravity on the radiative heat feedback of 
pool fires. 
2. The Radiative Absorption Model 
The shapes of flames, especially of flames in the immediate vicinity of the burning surface, is an important 
parameter controlling the radiative heat transfer to the fuel or other combustible surfaces. So, the Modak’s 
analysis avoided arbitrary assumptions regarding shapes. Instead, characterizes flame shapes were assumed by 
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means of axisymmetric flame contours obtained from actual flame photographs. Our new calculation method 
called “The radiative absorption model” can be applied to flames which have incompletely axisymmetric shapes. 
We will explain the calculative method below. 
2.1 Calculation Method 
In the radiation absorption model, flames are assumed to be isothermal and homogeneous mixtures of soot 
particles and other gaseous products of combustion in thermodynamic equilibrium, same as the Modak's model 
shown in Figure 2. And then the emissivity of flame depends on the mean beam pass length L [m]. 
 

 
Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the Modak’s model 

 
This calculative method is different from the Modak’s method in the way near a tomographic method. The 
calculation becomes much easier than Modak’s method. The flame shape is divided in the direction of z-axis at 
stated intervals as shown in Figure 3. The coordinates of flame shape at each height are clear. In the Figure 4, Li 
is the length of the base of the ray from a receiving element for hi. L1i is the length of the base between a 
receiving element and name inlet at hi. L2i is the length of the base between a receiving element and name outlet 
at hi. These lengths are expressed as follows. tan⁄                                     (3) cos sin                       (4) cos sin                       (5) 2⁄ , | 2⁄ | 
When	 , the ray from the receiving element is inner flame at hi with the look up angle. The height 
that becomes to  is defined as hin. The height that  becomes to 

is defined as hout. In the radiative absorption model, the mean beam pass length l is expressed as 
the follow. sin⁄                                  (6) 
Substituting this l for Equation 2, the emissivity of minutely part of flame will be obtained. Then l is numerical 
integrated with 0 2π and 0 π 2⁄  and the whole flame emissivity  will be obtained. This 
calculative method includes some error of the l from the exactly mean beam pass length of flame. We think that 
the error is become small by making small the intervals in the direction of z. 
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Figure 3. A flame photograph (a) and the outline of this flame shape (b) 

Note. The outline is divided in the direction of z at stated intervals. 
 

 
Figure 4. Schematic diagram of calculative method 

Note. The flame shape is incomplete axial symmetry. 
 
2. 2 Flame Shape Obtaining 
In the radiation absorption model, realistic flame shapes are used to estimate radiative heat correctly and to be 
applicable to time change explained above. However, when the name shape is recorded with the photograph 
from one side, the length between the points of outline crossing to the height line is assumed to be the flame 
diameter at each height shown in Figure 4. And the middle of these crossing points is assumed to be the center 
point of the circle at each height. These processes are unnecessary if a three dimensional flame shapes are 
obtained. 
3. Experimental Method 
3.1. Experimental Facility and Procedure 
Arbitrary partial gravity experiments were performed using the drop tower facility at Hirosaki University. The 
drop tower obtains a partial-gravity environment for about one second by allowing a test package to fall about 8 
m. The gravity level declined within the range of G = 1 to 0.55 controlling the weight of the package. The 
gravity level G [-], is defined as ga/g. Where ga [m/s2] is the gravitational acceleration under artificial gravity, 
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and g [m/s2] is that under normal gravity. Gravity acceleration was measured with an accelerometer (Kyowa, 
VAQ-700A). 
Figure 5a shows a schematic of the experimental apparatus inside the test package, including the measuring 
system. The fuel pan is made of brass and its diameter D [mm] is 15 and 26 mm. To investigate the differences 
of flame characteristics between non-luminous flame and luminous, two kinds of fuel, namely Ethanol and 
Acetone were used as test fuels. To suppress fuel boiling, the fuel pan was set inside a cooling bath filled with 
temperature-modulated water. The fuel level was kept at the upper rim of the pan using a level controller. A 
digital camera (CASIO, EX-F1, 300 fps) recorded the flame behavior of the pool fires. An LED light source was 
attached to reveal the timing when the test package fell. All experiments were performed 1 min after ignition, 
because preliminary tests under normal gravity showed that the pool fire became stable within about 1 min after 
ignition. 
 

 
(a)Experimental apparatus 

 

(b)Thermocouple probe 
Figure 5. Experimental setup 

 
3.2 Temperature Measurement 
An R-type thermocouple (TANAKA, Pt-PtRh13%) probe shown in Figure 5b was used for temperature 
measurement. This probe has a measuring wire of φ50 μm supported by a φ500 μm wire. The supporting wire is 
covered with a silica tube and connected to the compensating lead wire. Measured temperature was recorded by 
a data logger (KEYENCE, NR-1000) at intervals of 100 ms. The thermocouple position was defined by r [mm] 
and z [mm] as shown in Figure 5a, where r is the measuring point of the radial direction, and z is that of the 
vertical direction. The origins of r and z are both the center of the fuel surface. We varied r by 0 ~ 8 mm, and z 
by 1 ~ 2.5 mm. We didn’t correct the error by conductive and radiative heat loss, because the thermocouple wire 
hardly glows near the fuel surface where we measured in this research. In parallel, a digital camera (CASIO, 
EX-F1, 30 fps) recorded the flame behavior of the pool fires to decide measuring points. 
4. Results and Discussion 
4.1 Temperature Distribution around Pool Fires 
Figure 6 shows the distribution of the temperature around pool fires T [K] in the direction of r. (a) is the 
distribution of the ethanol pool fire at z = 2.3 mm, and (b) is that of the acetone pool fire at z = 2.1 mm. Near the 
center (r = 0) of the pool fires, the temperature is low (about 900 K). Then, the temperature increases as the 
measured point comes closer to the flame sheet. While the temperature difference between G = 1 and G = 0.55 
around the centers of the pool fires is small, the difference increases as r becomes larger. 
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Figure 6. Temperature distribution in the direction of r 

 
In this research, the candidates are pool fires which has circular combustion surface, so we assumed that the 
temperature distributions were axially symmetrical. From the temperature distribution shown in Figure 6, we 
calculated average temperature of the high temperature gray gas inside the flame. These average temperatures 
will be used to estimate the radiative heat feedback in Section 4.2 and 4.3. The average temperatures of the 
ethanol pool fire at G = 1 was 1190.8 K, and that at G = 0.55 was 1128.8 K. The ratio of the decrease in 
temperature at G = 0.55 compared with G = 1 is 5.2 %. On the other hand, the average temperature of the 
acetone pool fire at G = 1 was 1222.2 K and that at G = 0.55 was 1188.3 K. The ratio of the decrease in 
temperature at G = 0.55 compared with G = 1 is 2.8 %. In the case of both fuels, the average temperature 
decreases under a partial gravity environment. 
4.2 Radiative Heat Feedback of Steady Pool Fires 
Shown in Equation 1, the heat flux of the radiative heat feedback in pool fires  [W/cm2] is given by 

. The absorption ratio of the heat receiving surface	  is assumed as 1. The average 
temperature inside the flame at z = 2.3 mm (ethanol, G = 1: 1190.8 K; ethanol, G = 0.55: 1128.8 K; acetone, G = 
1: 1222.2 K; acetone, G = 0.55: 1188.3 K) is used as Tf . In this research, we assumed a micro region of the fuel 
surface center as the heat receiving surface dA. So, the boiling point of liquid fuels (ethanol: 351.5 K, acetone: 
329.7 K) was used as	 . 
Based on the radiative absorption model, emissivity is given by 1 exp	 .The absorption coefficient 

 is a physical property of the fuel and depends on the amount of contained carbon. Because the absorption 
coefficients  of test fuels (ethanol and acetone) were not clear, we estimated them based on the contained 
carbon amount (ethanol: 0.5, acetone: 0.75). Therefore, emissivity  changes as  varies.  was obtained from 
the flame photos as shown in Figure 7a, and was assumed as the straight distance from the heat receiving surface 
to the flame sheet. As shown in Figure 7b, the receiving surface dA is the micro region of the fuel surface center 
O. Also, angles 	 rad  and 	 rad  are defined as shown in Figure 7b. 
 

       
Figure 7. Radiative absorption model 
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In this research, flames are assumed to be axially symmetrical. Then,  and  vary over the range of 0 2⁄ . Figure 8 shows the distribution of  in the ethanol pool fire under normal and partial gravity 
environments. When	 0,  decreases significantly in G = 0.55, because the flame height decrease directly 
influences the decline of	  . On the other hand, at	 1, the difference of  between G = 1 and 0.55 is small, 
because  is about the same in both G = 1 and 0.55. The radiative heat flux from the whole flame qr,all [W] was 
found by double integration of qr for 0 2⁄  and 0 2  in a circumferential direction as given by 
the following equation. 

, ∙ ∙                           (7) 

Then, we obtained the radiative heat feedback amount Qr [W] by multiplying ,  by the area of fuel surface 
(1.76 10 	m ). When the test fuel is ethanol, Qr is 0.35 W (G = 1), and 0.29 W (G = 0.55), respectively. On 
the other hand, when the test fuel is acetone, Qr is 0.72 W at G = 1, and 0.67 W at G = 0.55, respectively. From 
these results, it is found that the radiative terms of heat feedback in pool fires decrease under partial gravity 
environments. The decreasing ratios of Qr under a partial gravity environment are 17.1 % (ethanol), and 6.9 % 
(acetone). However, the absolute decrease in Qr is small, so it can be said that the effect of gravity on the 
radiative heat feedback is small. 
 

 

Figure 8. Radiative heat flux distribution 
 
4.3 Radiative Heat Feedback of Unsteady (Puffing) Pool Fires 
Using the same method in Section 4.2, we estimated the radiative heat feedback of unsteady (puffing) pool fires. 
Because in the case of puffing fire, flame shapes have time variability and complication, it is not appropriate to 
obtain flame shapes from only one flame photo. Then, we obtained flame shapes from continuous images of 
puffing fire for one cycle pulsation recorded by a high-speed camera (300 fps) shown in Figure 9. The estimation 
was done for acetone pool fire which pan diameter D is 26 mm, and parameters except for the optical thickness l 
are same as steady pool fires in Section 4.2. Because the temperature measurement of puffing pool fires with a 
thermocouple is difficult, we used the same temperature Tf as steady acetone pool fire which D = 15 mm. In this 
research, we discuss pool fires which have circular combustible surface. So, flames were assumed as axial 
symmetry alike in Section 4.2. 
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Figure 9. Continuous photographs of acetone pool fire (D = 26 mm) 

 
Figure 10a shows a flame photograph of acetone pool fire (G = 1) and its optical thickness l. Figure 10b shows 
the distribution of qr corresponding to this photograph. At 0, l and qr are large. On the other hand, at 
constricted part of the flame, the optical thickness l and the radiative heat flux qr are small. Like these, we can 
estimate the radiative heat flux of pool fires with complicated flame shapes using the radiation absorption model. 
Figure 11 shows the time history of the radiative heat feedback amount Qr. At 0.1 s (G = 1) or 0.13 s (G = 0.55), 
the flame extends and Qr becomes larger than the starting of pulsation. After that, the flame becomes small 
nearly identical to the first shape, and also Qr comes close to the original value. On the other hand, the absolute 
value of Qr under partial gravity environment is smaller than that under normal gravity. The maximum value of 
Qr under normal gravity is 0.432 W, and that under partial gravity is 0.339 W. Comparing these maximum value, 
the ratio of decrease is 21 %. 
As mentioned above, we can easily estimate the radiative heat feedback of pool fires if they have complicated 
and time variability using “the radiative absorption model”. Furthermore, this model is applicable to pool fires 
under various gravity environments. In the study for pool flames of realistic fires, the assessment of radiation is 
important. So, we think that this model is useful to study the combustion phenomena under various gravity 
environments to establish fire safety. 
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Figure 10. An example for heat feedback estimation of puffing pool fire (acetone, G = 1) 

 

 
Figure 11. The time history of Qr 

 
5. Conclusion 
In this study, we experimentally investigated the temperature field and the flame shapes of small-scale pool fires 
under partial gravity environment (G = 0.55 ~ 1), and estimated the radiative heat feedback amount. The 
following conclusions were summarized here. 
(1) The average temperature of the high temperature gas inside pool fires decreased under partial gravity 
environments. The decreasing ratio is 5.2 % (ethanol) and 2.8 % (acetone). 
(2) The radiative feedback amount was estimated from the temperature distribution using “the radiative 
absorption model”. Under partial gravity environment, the radiation decreased by 17.1% (ethanol) and 6.9% 
acetone) when pool fires are steady (pan diameter D = 15 mm). But the absolute amount of radiation is small, so 
effect of gravity on radiation of small-scale pool fires is little. 
(3) Using the radiation absorption model, we could estimate the radiative heat feedback of unsteady (puffing) 
pool fires (acetone, D = 26 mm). Under partial gravity environment, the maximum radiative heat feedback 
amount decreased by 21%. 
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